**Analysis Shows Gaps in Understanding of Impacts of Forest Restoration on Local Livelihoods.**

**Four Key Opportunities for Regulating Markets to Promote FLR.**

**Practical Guidelines Aid in Setting Global Restoration Targets in the Lowland Most Tropics.**

**Underrepresentation of Large-Seeded Species Compromises the Conservation Value of Restoration Plantations.**

**Guiding Principles to Align Reforestation with FLR.**

**New Frameworks Needed to Balance Costs and Ecological Benefits of Active and Passive Forest Restoration.**

**Innovations to Bridge the Gap Between Knowledge and Action in Restoration.**

**Tropical Restored Forests as Sustainable Production Systems.**
Private Sector, Government, NGOs and Research Organizations Formed a Coalition to Restore Forests in Brazil's Atlantic Forest Region.


How Community-Based Forest Led to Rules to Protect Young Recovering Forests.


How Public-Private Partnership Can Empower Communities and Improve Restoration Outcomes.


Non-Native Tree Species Can Help Restore Forests in Tropical Landscapes.


Returning Forests, often ignored and Undervalued, Play an increasingly Important Role in Climate Change Mitigation and Biodiversity Conservation in Tropical Landscapes


Dialogues Between Scientists and Policy Makers to Develop a Shared Vision and Vocabulary for Forest and Landscape Restoration.


Steps Towards Implementing NR as a Large-Scale Restoration Approach.


A Research Agenda to Bridge Gaps in Knowledge and Know-How to Implement Forest and Landscape Restoration

Forest Definitions influence Approaches and Outcomes of Reforestation.

Interactions Among Scientists, Policy-Makers, and Practitioners Are Urgently Needed to Align Efforts to Restore Ecological Functions and integrity to Forest Landscapes.

A Transformative Criteria and indicators Framework Anchored in the FLR Principles Can Bring Many Benefits to Actors and Different Sectors involved in Restoration.

Getting Help From Above: Enlisting Drones to Assist Natural Regeneration and Forest Restoration.
Elliott, S., 2016. the potential for automating assisted natural regeneration of tropical forest ecosystems. Biotropica 48: 825-833.

Similar Early Pathways of Tree Recruitment in Natural Regeneration and Tree Planting Treatments.

Participatory Restoration Planning and Matching Community Organization with Restoration Units’ Size Are Key Strategies to Achieve Restoration Success.

Agroforestry Hold Enormous Potential for Forest and Landscape Restoration to Bring Trees to Degraded Lands Across the Tropics.
Empowering Local Citizens to Make Forest Management and Restoration Decisions.


What Do We Know About Tropical Forest Restoration and Where Do We Go Next?


Forest Type Choice on Reforestation Projects and Its Drivers Are Key on Maximizing Ecological Benefits on Big Reforestation Projects.


Rural Villager Association Shows Leadership, Empowerment and inclusivity in Restoring Watersheds.


Social and Ecological Factors Are Linked to Recovery of Biodiversity During NR.


Stakeholders Describe Multiple Dimensions of Trade-Offs Among Reforestation Alternatives.


In the Fight Against Climate Change, Reforestation Can Do More Than We Think.


Strengthening Local Governance to Promote FLR.

Small-Scale Agricultural Practices Promote Healthy Forest Regeneration.

Participatory Planning Essential for Achieving Successful Outcomes in Governing Riparian Forest Restoration.

Leveraging Nature’s Potential Can increase Cost-Effectiveness of Large-Scale Forest Restoration.

Shifting Cultivation Fallows Can Contribute to the Philippine National Greening Program.

Diverse Contexts Explain Clusters of Expanding Forest Cover in Latin America.

Mammal Populations Recover in Regenerating Forests in Kibale National Park, Uganda.

Involving Landholders on Restoration Project Can Create Diverse Use Landscapes Matrix Capable of Expanding Conservation to Non-Protected Areas and Providing Ecological Benefits.

Many Secondary Forests Die Young in Southern Costa Rica.

Uneven Starting Points Complicate Comparisons of Outcomes Between Natural Regeneration and Active Forest Restoration.

Ecological Restoration in a Changing Biosphere.

Leadership, Environmental Context, and Governance Affect Persistence of Restored Ecosystems.

Up-Scaling the Benefits of Agroforestry Through Farmer Managed Natural Regeneration

Forests on a Treadmill: Native Forests Lose Ground to Monoculture Plantations.

Forest Transitions Throughout the Ages: Recent Forest Transitions Are often Actively Planned and Rapidly Implemented.

Understanding Contexts Where Secondary Forests Persist in Latin America.
Schwartz, N., M. Aide, M. Uriarte, and R. Grau. What conditions promote the persistence of tropical secondary forest in Latin America?


The Forest Transformation: Tropical Planted Tree Cover Shows inconsistent Regional Patterns of Gain and Loss.

The Value of Community Managed Agroforests and Second-Growth Forests as Restoration Approaches.

Natural Regeneration on Ecosystem Services Provision and Habitat Availability on a Landscape Context.

A Novel Restoration Prioritization Approach to Save one of the Most Threatened Ecosystems on Earth.

Beyond the Biophysical: the Potential for NR Depends on Socio-Economic, Political, and Regulatory Factors.

How Will Climate Change influence Forest Recovery.

Strategies, Adaptations and Innovations for Governing Tomorrow’s Forest Landscapes.

Viewing Forest Transition Outcomes Through the Lens of Ecosystem Services.
Introducing Communally Owned and Managed Reserves Enabled Smallholders to Restore Cloud Forests.

The Restoration Literature Is Diverging Despite the Need to Link Social and Ecological Perspectives.